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Abstract

Bitukov S.I. et al. Study of the Radiative Decay 17* *• к
+
*Гуг

IHEP Preprint 90-22. - Protvino, 1990. - p. 10, table 1, figs.4,
refs.:17.

The radiative decay «'• K
+
K~J hae been studied with the

statistics of *2000 events. Different ways of describing m

distribution in this decay are considered. It is shown that if
the dominating oontribution to this process is made by the deoay
channel V»p7, then the generally accepted ways of describing
the p peak do not agree with experimental data.

Аннотация

Внтюков С И . к др. Исследование радиационного распада т)'-»***'?:
Препринт ИФВЭ 90-227 - Протвино, 1990. - 10 с , 1 табл., 4 рис.,
библиогр.: 17.

Проведено исследование радиационного распада т)'-»ж
+
ж~7 на

статистике =2000 событий. Рассмотрены различные способы описания
гп,-распределения в втом распаде. Показано, что если

доминкрущий вклад в такой процесс инозит распадный канал TJ*-»P7»
то наиболее распространенные способы описания р-пика не
согласуются с экспериментальными данными.

Институт физики высоких анергий, 1990.



The study of hadron electromagnetic decays plays а тегу
Important role In elementary particle physics. These proceasas
determined by the Interaction of photons with the electrical
charges of quark fields, allow one to obtain the Information
about the electromagnetic structure of strongly interacting
particles, the character of quark configurations in hadrons,
their phenomenological characteristics, such as magnetic
moments, form-factors, etc. All the mentioned problems were dis-
cussed in rerlews [1-5].

The present paper gives the results on studying the radiative
decay

у » Л"
7
 (1)

As а у-meson source we used the charge exchange reaction

к*р • tj'n (2)

at pion beam momentum ~32 GeV/c. For the selection of decay (1)

In (2). the reaction *~p -» Ы
+
-к~у)п was analysed. The measure-

ments were carried out on the Lepton-F facility [6,7].

This apparatus is a combination of a large aperture magne-
tic spectrometer w it h proportional chambers, scintillation
hodoscopes and multichannel hodoscope ^-spectrometer GAHS-200.
The beam particles and charged secondaries were Identified by
gas- threshold Cerenkov counters. To reduce the background from
v°-»rr a special guard system with lead-sclntillator sandwiches
•ms used. The т-spectrometer GAMS-200 Itself was a part of this
guard system, and it was required that one and only one photon
should be detected In It.



During the experiment 4>1O11 «~ mesons passed through the set
up target. The data from this exposure and details of the data
processing technique were considered In refs [7-101. To Identify
reaction (2) and decay (1) we used the events with two
charged «-mesons of opposite signs, emitted from the target
and one photon with £ >5 GeV detected by the 7-spectrometer
GAMS-200.

When detecting radlatlYe decay (1) the main background source
was due to the reaction of the type *Tp »• *+*~*°n with one
missing photon from the *° *• 27 decay ( for Instance, resonance
processes with ш- or a

1
 (1260)-meson production). In order to

suppress this background we Introduced а тегу strict selection

over the total energy of the particles In the final state (for

details refer to [10)).

30.6 GeV < E .+ E _ + E < 34.0 GeV (3)
it is" 7

Another background source was the p-meson production

and decay processes

*~p * p~p (4)

p~ *• «~w°, w° *• 77 (5)

with a further conversion of one photon In the matter Into an

electron-positron pair and a loss of soft electron. In this case

the positive electron was Identified as a «
+
 meson. To get rid

of such events we assigned electron mass m
e
 to the positive

particle and demanded that the effective mass of such a
 n

e
+n
y-

system should not occur In the region of «° meson (110-155 MeV).

Plg.1 presents the mass spectrum for the *
+
*~7 system after

introducing all the selection criteria mentioned above. There

are structures In this spectrum which correspond to the

following processes:

1) the reaction *~p *• rfa with the -q *• ж
+
к~и°, w

0
*- 77 with

one photon missed;

2) the reaction *~p • цп with the radiative decay TJ *• *
+
*~7;

3) the reaction к~р *• wn with the decay и *• *
+
* ~ * ° , к

0
* 77

with one photon missed;

A) the reaction w~p • V n
 w
*th the radiative decay V » *

+
*~т-

The peaks In the mass spectra, corresponding to the decays

TJ * *
+
*~*° and ш » х

+
ж~х° with one photon missed are shifted



w.r.t. their tabulated rallies by 30-50 MeV. The largest In
the world statistics of decay (1) has been obtained In this
experiment, i.e., ~ 2000 events (for the comparison see [111).

The C-parlty conservation In decay (1) leads to the following
admissible values for the quantum numbers of the %

+
*~ system:

P=C=(-1)
J
 = -1, I.e., J

p c
-1~,3~,... Then, in the rest frame

of а к meson pair the projection of Its moment onto the
direction of the photon motion may take only the valuee ±1
because the photon has no a component with a zero helldty.

Restricting ourselves In the analysis with the states w* with
j

n
i and J«3 we shall obtain the distribution (normalized for

one particle ) over the angle between the plon and photon («)
In the rest frame of the *

+
*~palr:

gj -(1 - a)IY]

The V-»***~T decay distribution over cosv was obtained
with the bacKground sxibtractlon technique In each angular bin
(for details refer to [8,101) and Is presented In fig.2. As a
result of fitting the following values for the parameters a and
b were determined (

X

2
/Nd«17.8/14):

a - 0.000 ± 0.032,

b = 0.085 ± 0.047. (7)

The description of the angular distribution using only one
amplitude with J=1 yields %

г
/ Ш =21/16. In this case angular

distribution (6) reduces to a more simple expression

^iYji^gfsin
2
*. (8)

The fitting results show, that the angular distribution agrees
with the value J=1. The contribution of J*3 amplitude In (1) is
not more than 6%. Therefore in further analysis it Is assumed
that «

+
iT pair Is In the state with J=1.

Fig. 3 presents the distribution of the events from decay (1)
over the effective mass of two plons, obtained with the
background subtraction and weighted with an account of the
set up efficiency. The correctness of reconstructing the
V
+
K~ mass was checked with well known decays t|,u * *

+
*~ie

0
 .

Let us now consider possibilities of describing the effective
mass spectrum of the «*«~-system In (1) In the framework of the
cascade decay model



У » Р°Т. Р
0
*- *

+
*~ (9)

The matrix element squared In decay (9) has the form
g 9 9 9

M j
2
 » т^* ** (in)

Here £ Is the photon energy, р
ж
 Is the pion momentum, « is the

angle between the direction of motion of pion and photon

(everything In the rest frame of the *
+
ж~ pair), m ^ Is the

effective mass of the dlpion system, m is the tabulated value

for the p meson mass, Г is its "dynamical" width.

The problem of describing the p-peak form arise quite long

ago (e.g.. In the experiments on photoproduction тр *• *
+
«~p) and

several ways of parametrizing its dynamical width were proposed

[12-141. These methods manage to give a qualitative description

of the observed m^-dlstribution in (1), however the quantita-

tive description turns out to be unsatisfactory (see Table 1, NN

1 -5). The description most frequently used (N2 Table 1) is

presented with the curve in flg.3. As it is clear from the

figure, the distribution obtained in experiment is much harder

than the theoretical one. A similar effect was observed 1л the

experiment on y * ic
+
*~7 decay on e

+
e~ beams (ARGUS facili-

ty [151).

We shall now consider the attempts to describe the mass m
inc

spectrum in (1) in different versions of the generalized vector

dominance model, i.e., alongside with the account of the p-meaon

propagator we shall consider the influence of other vector

mesons.

1 .Interference of the amplitudes of decay (9) and rare

process

У » 7ш, о) •• ic
+
ic~ (11)

Cascade decay (11) goes on with a small relative probability

and corresponds to the contribution of the ш-amplltude with

{ ~ 0.01 (see Table 1, N6). In spite of the smallness of t, the

t contribution from ш meson might manifest itself in the m ^

spectrum in the region of m^-vin^ at the level of ~1T* under a

favorable value of the o-phase. The upper limit given by the

experimental data (fig.3) is several times lower and It does not



exceed the statistic accuracy of the measurements.
Consequently one may not take Into account the Influence of «
meson when describing the mass spectrum of the «

+
iT system. And

as for the virtual contribution of the ф-neson. It Is neglege-
ably small in this case.

2. Interference of the amplitudes of decay (9) and the ampli-

tude with the virtual vector meson p'(1600)**. As a result of

fitting the mass spectrum In this model one obtained a satisfac-

tory description of the experimental data (see Table 1, N7) with

the values of the amplitude and the phase of the р'(1600) meson

term (-6.7+1.2; a-2.23±0.07. However the values for these para-

meters and the ratio of the constants в
р(1вО

о)1п/8р1ив
 ж Ош

*

(from the tabulated data) bring us to a completely unreal

correlation between the constants for the radiative decays:

V P M 6 O O )
7
-

1 7
 V P T "

7
'

3 GeV"
1
*

 At 3UCh a ValUfi Ot
 V P C I M O I T

the width for the radiative decay p'(1600) •» т,'
т
 would be

approximately 180 MeV, and the corresponding branching ratio
would be more than 50*! Therefore though the value for
x

2
/Nd=30/17 la quite acceptable, the possibility to explain

the observed mass spectrum dN/dm^ by the Interference of the
amplitudes with p and p(1600) mesons should be excluded.

It Is obvious that a contribution to decay (1) may be made
not only by the resonance cascade decay у»р°т, р°» *

+
iT, but a

nonreaonance process у • *
+
иГт. То describe this process one

should choose such a matrix element that would provide the value
J=1 for a p ion pair (e.g., In the simplest form.

+ ^ T ' T ' '
 h e r e

 &"+
etCm sre тяаваЛлш

 four-vectors of тс
+

etc. and s
p
-polarlzation four-vector of v). This matrix element

turns out to be similar to that of the resonance decay, where
the factor, describing the vector particle propagator, is
replaced with the constant (see Table 1, N8). In this the me
effective mass distribution takes the following form

'There are some data indicating that p'(i600)-states splits
into two vector mesons with m(p')*1465 MeV and m(p"M700 MeV

[16], but for our analysis it is inessential.



nL l-з—з-
1
 + *-§- i

2
- (12)

As a result of fitting the experimental obtained mass spectrum
with dependence (12) we find the values (=2.78+0.46 and
а=-1.07+0,08. whereof it Is determined that the contribution
from the nonresonance process to decay (1) (obtained with no
account of p-meson) to decay (1) may achieve 25X from Its total
width. With an account of the systematic measurement errors
and of a possible contribution from a small amplitude with J»3
for a plon pair the confidence of describing the experimental
data In form (12) (x

2
/Nd«32/i7) seems to be quite reasonable.

We have also studied, a possibility of a simple description
of the experimental spectra dN/dm^, no matter how much it
agrees with the existing theoretical models. We managed to do it
In analogy with [17] (see Table 1,119), where some
phenomenologlcal description of the p-peak shape has been
obtained. The fit for the corresponding approximation of the
mass spectrum of «*«" pair Is presented. In fig.4.

Hence the analysis of the experimental data for decay (1)
makes It clear that quite an acceptable description of the
effective mass spectrum dN/dm^ may be obtained either
under an assumption on a significant contribution from a
nonresonance process In decay (1) or under assumption on the
dominance of decay (9) with a phenomenologlcal description of
the p meson form In accordance with formula N9 In Table 1.

Notes

1. GunarlB-Sakurai parametrlzatlon has a rather cumbersome
form therefore It Is not given In the Table (see [121).

2. The effective mass spectrum of the *
+
iT system In decay

(1) has the form:

dN „ v3 „



3. Notations :

m
p
; т

ш
; ra

p
, are tabulated values for р,и,р'<1600);

Г
о
; Г

ш
; г , are tabulated widths of these mesons;

+
%~p In the plon momentum in the к
+
%~ rest frame;

+
к~q Is the plon momentum In the rest frame of к
+
к~ at m =m ;

4. The value of the parameter R in N4 and N5 was 4 GeV~ . The
changes of the parameter do not greatly influence the results.

5. The value for the parameter g obtained after fitting Is
gx0.49t0.06 (line N9).

Tabla. UtthodB of describing tht %*x" ayataa члжш
spectrum in the nf]«. — V+S~f daoay*

N

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

[12)

(121

[13]

[14]

(141

[IT]

factor ( 7 ) , dataminvd by
the propagator fora

1

p Or о

1
S - ^ + 1 V P

Dr-iMic width

T, n 2D3

Г Р = Г о ® 3 ^

Gounaria-Sakurai paraaatr&satioii

1

SH^+iyp

1

З-ИрчИ^Гр

1 , £e l a

p cr p p p p

1 £e l a

ug(s-n9)/ng
s-п^+ИПрГр

Г Р Г о Щ 1 + ( R p ) 2

я p^d+mq)2)
Р °q3JU^1+(Rp)2)

Г -Г fPl 3 ИР

Г Р = Г о ( й 3 ^

88/19

88/19

83/19

85/19

78/19

30/17

32/17

30/18
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